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Okocha Becomes
"33" Export Ambassador

I

t is an exciting period for football lovers in

Football Federation (NFF), "33" Export has

The Super Eagles of Nigeria find themselves

the country as the African Cup of Nations

been drumming up support for the Super

in Group D where they will face seven-time

(AFCON) 2021, kicks off in Cameroon

Eagles ahead of the AFCON tournament and

winners of the tournament, the Pharaohs of

today after it was postponed in 2021. One

this move is in line with that.

Egypt and in-form striker Mohammed Salah.

more reason for true fans of the game to be

Commenting on the signing, Senior Brand

The Desert Hawks of Sudan are no pushover

excited is the signing of Nigerian football

Manager, "33" Export Lager, Aishat Anaekwe

themselves having won the tournament once

legend and former Super Eagles Captain

said "we are excited that Jay Jay Okocha is

in the past and coming into this one quite

A u s t i n " J ay J ay " O ko ch a a s b ra n d

joining us as a Brand Ambassador just before

strong. The Eagles have never met the

ambassador for "33" Export Lager Beer.

the AFCON and going into a football year. We

Djurtus of Guinea Bissau at the international

The midfield maestro is arguably one of the

know how much Nigerians love football and

level and hopefully, there are no unpleasant

most loved sports heroes in the country and

their footballers and we want this to add to the

surprises.

brought joy to many homes during his time as

excitement of the tournament. Celebrating

After a painful loss at the semi-finals of the

an active footballer with his exciting style of

past heroes is also one way to encourage the

2019 AFCON via a Riyad Mahrez freekick in

play.

present squad to go for glory and we believe

the final minutes of the game, the Super

As the official beer partner of the Nigerian

this signing would truly inspire them."

Eagles went on to win the third-place match

BRANDS & CONSUMERS CONVERGE HERE
www.brandessencenigeria.com
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NEWS
against Tunisia. This time around, the Super

have a great outing at the tournament. We

Eagles are one of the favourites to lift the

a l o n e a re t h e o b s t a cl e s we n e e d t o

trophy and the veteran has backed them to

overcome. With the right support from the

have a decent showing this time around. In

fans and partners like “33", everything is

his words,

possible. We really can be super together."

....
SponsorshipBandwagon

"I believe we have a decent squad that should

S

ponsorship is a marketing strategy in
which a brand is supporting an event,

activity, person or organization.

Everywhere we go we can witness

sponsorship investments: music festival, football
games, beneficial events and so on. Sponsorship
allows big, medium and small brands to partner
with other companies in order to generate a
relationship that aims to economically gratify both
the sponsor and the sponsee. Sponsorship
combines corporate social responsibility with
advertising to develop a deeper connection with
the target audience.
In the same vein, brand partnerships are a mutual
agreement between two companies to utilize both
of their brand names in a strategic alliance. Each
brand brings its own identity to create a melded cobrand image. This requires businesses to share
risk, audiences, and reputations. To minimize the
risks with partnering, companies should make
sure their collaboration has key characteristics
that point to success.
When successful brand par tnerships are
developed and utilized effectively across the
entire distributed network, brands can build trust,
add value, Increase loyalty etc. Consumers are
excited about the product or service. It provides
public relations opportunities or opens up new
media exposure.
By associating your brand with an event that your
target audience views positively, you’re shaping
attitudes and helping to generate a positive
reaction to your brand. Ultimately, your goal is to
improve how your brand is perceived by your
target audience.
In this edition, we examine the investment of
various brands in Nigeria Football Federation
(NFF) and Nigeria National Football teams (Super
Eagles, Super Falcons etc).
Some pushed promotions to augment the chances
of more value for investment.

Melvin O. Udosen
BrandEvangelist

Turningpassionatecustomersintoyourbrandevangelists

melvin@brandessencenigeria.com
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BRAND CAMPAIGN

Chivita Active Zest Unveils
Affordable 125ml & 50ml Pack Sizes

C

hivita Active, one of Nigeria’s most
admired fruit juice has unveiled new
125ml & 50ml pack sizes for its hugely

popular sub-brand Chivita Active Zest. Offering
same great taste and benefit, which the brand is
renowned and cherished for, the 125ml & 50ml
pack sizes are a strategic move to ensure more
product affordability and accessibility to a wider
spectrum of Nigerian consumers.
The new Chivita Active Zest 125ml & 50ml pack
sizes join the 330ml Can on the market shelf and
retail at 60 & 30 respectively. The affordability
and accessibility of the brand is sure to trigger
more demand, maintain market dominance, and
also improve penetration in geographical
markets. So be it during a long walk, exercises, on
a road trip or even at work, consumers can have
the drink size that best suits their lifestyle and
enjoy their favourite Chivita Active Zest, in the
right amount.
Chivita Active Zest is made from a mix of citrus
fruits with all-natural ingredients, no artificial
preservatives, and flavors. Additionally, it is

Toyin Nnodi, CHI Limited Marketing Director

enjoy their favourite juice. These forward-looking

fortified with vitamin C for immunity support, and

stated that the new Chivita Active Zest packs are

packs and pocket friendly pricing represent an

it is a good source of vitamin B1 and D3 for faster

convenient, easy to use, affordable and will attract

important milestone along our journey to make

body metabolism. Chivita Active Zest also

more consumers to try out this healthy great

Chivita Active Zest more af fordable and

contains calcium for optimum bone health,

tasting juice.

accessible to all consumers” she said.

making it a smart choice to get the right dose of

“We are pleased to launch Chivita Active Zest

Chivita Active Zest’s 125ml and 50ml pack sizes

essential vitamins and minerals for a healthy

125ml and 50ml packs at a very affordable price

are available in all departmental stores and

active life.

point enabling more consumers to try as well as

neighborhood shops located across Nigeria.

Peak Milk celebrated the Yuletide
with ‘Share Love, Share Nourishment’ campaign

T

he 2021 Christmas celebration was

A second leg of the campaign was the Peakmas

indeed one to remember, as Nigeria’s

Virtual Treasure Hunt, where consumers

leading dairy brand, Peak Milk, delighted

participated in a virtual treasure hunt for a

its consumers across the country with amazing

Peakmas chest, using their mobile devices.

gifts and shopping vouchers in the ‘Share Love,

Winners of the hunt were also rewarded with

Share Nourishment’ campaign.

amazing prizes from the brand.

The campaign, which ran from December 9th to

Speaking on the campaign, Peak Brand Manager,

30th , featured various unique activities. Peak Milk

Oluwafeyisola Alabi said that the

consumers were required to simply share love

#ShareLoveShareNourishment campaign,

with their friends and family through gifts and acts

enabled an exciting Christmas for Peak milk

of kindness or just by simply being there through

customers and added extra Peakmas love to the

tough times. They were required to share pictures

celebrations.
“There are people around you who prove to be

of themselves and the recipients of their shared

good and true all year and deserve to be

love, caption the activity and discuss the kind of

rewarded. Hence, the reason to have celebrated

love shared.
Post-campaign, over 20 lucky winners were

the festive season with our consumers by

randomly selected and rewarded with Peak Milk

showing them love and appreciation, and

(nourishment) in a box plus N20,000 shopping

train also visited major markets across the

vouchers each.

country, rewarding Peak milk consumers with

The #Peakmas ‘Share Love, Share Nourishment’

promo vouchers and other instant gifts.

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

encouraged them to pass it down” Alabi said.
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BRAND CAMPAIGN

#DStvStepUp: Seven Ways
To Step Up Your Life In 2022

G

etting into a new year is

that than by digging into the amazing movies

should be on that list should be taking trips. In

always exciting for many

and shows on DStv; like 'The Rishantes', and

case you don't know what it takes to plan that

'Movement [Japa]', which air every weekday on

luxury trip, get tips from the amazing lifestyle

re a s o n s. I t p re s e n t s a n

Africa Magic Showcase from 8 PM. With these

show 'Mercy What Next?' to get your flex

opportunity to set new goals, become

shows, you're guaranteed a good time from the

lifestyle on. It airs every Sunday at 6PM on

better, and step up our game.

comfort of your home.

Africa Magic Showcase.

START A TALK SHOW OR A PODCAST:

UPGRADE YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

Start something exciting this year with a friend

CONSUMPTION:

and become the next big thing in your niche.

about giving yourself a 360 degree

With the DStv StepUp offer, subscribers can

One of the things you can start this year is a talk

enjoy the opportunity to step up your current

upgrade in all aspects of your life. But

show or a podcast. With 'Talk with Toke

package to the next higher package, and get a

not to worry, we've rounded up seven

Makinwa' in your corner, you have all the tips

further boost to an even higher package within

you need to make your show intriguing and

48 hours at no additional cost. With this, you can

successful. 'Talk with Toke Makinwa' airs every

enjoy world-class sporting action, exciting local

Friday at 4 PM on Honey channel 157.

content and international movies, series,

While all of that can be very exciting, it
can also be a tad bit challenging.
Especially, when you begin to worry

perfect ways to help you achieve your
step-up plan this year.
Check them out below:

MAKE NEW FRIENDS:
This year, it is important to find friends who you
can share your most memorable experiences
with. Football is one game that brings people
together all over the world. Make it a date with
friends this month to watch all 52 live matches
of the AFCON 2021 cup on Dstv.

RELAX A LITTLE:
After a long week's work, it's important to take a
break to relax a little. And what better way to do

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

telenovelas, music, news and awesome kiddies

LEARN A SKILL:

entertainment within 48 hours of reconnection

It's always important to get your hands on

at no additional cost.

something new because you can't tell when that
skill would come in handy. This year, one of the

START NOW:

skills you can pick up is cooking because it's a

You don't have to wait till the mid year to Step Up

major survival skill. Thankfully there is Food

your game this 2022. Make the best of this year

Network which hosts a variety of cooking

by starting now. And a good place to start is with

shows where you can learn how to explore the

the DStv Step Up offer which is available to all

most exciting dishes from across the world.

active, disconnected and new DStv customers.
Please note that Boost is activated 48hrs after

TAKE A TRIP:

the upgrade. For more information, visit

Ticking things off your bucket list should be a

www.DStvafrica.com or follow us on our social

priority this year, and one of the things that

media platforms.

BrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNG
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Opay Celebrates and Rewards
Top Performing Agents & Aggregators in Nigeria

N

igerian leading financial service company,

OPay, celebrated its top performing agents

and aggregators in recognition of their

immense contribution to achieving the company’s
goal of enabling shared prosperity among Nigerians.
OPay and its agents are promoting access to
affordable financial services and driving financial
inclusion in Nigeria. The award ceremony which
started in Lagos on the 29th of December was also
held across multiple states such as; Port Harcourt,
Kano and Abuja.
Speaking during the award ceremony, the CEO of
OPay Nigeria, Olu Akanmu, appreciated the OPay
agents and aggregators for being exemplary in setting
the pace for financial inclusion in Nigeria, in addition
to helping millions of Nigerians to connect to
opportunities, share and spread prosperity through
OPay. When Nigerians deposits money in their
accounts through the OPay agents, it more than cash;
It is a deposit of prosperity, a deposit of a plan to
prosper, to fulfill a dream for their businesses and
families.
Mr Olu further reiterated OPay’s commitment to
providing impactful financial services to the
underserved customer segment Pan-Nigeria.
During the award ceremony, OPay rewarded 30 top
performing agents and aggregators across the nation

with prizes ranging from chest freezers, flat-screen

OPay. We are pleased to announce a policy review,

TVs, washing machines, home theatres and many

starting from January 1, 2022, there will be a

more.

reduction in withdrawal charges. OPay will also be

Vice President, OPay, Dotun Adekunle mentioned that

opening more customer support centres across the

“the sole purpose of the event is to appreciate the

states to improve service delivery and attend to the

agents and aggregators for their commitment and

needs of agents, aggregators and customers”.

relentless efforts in providing fast and convenient

Adekunle added.

agency banking services in their communities with

REDTV Supports Young Movie Makers,
Empowering Creative Talent

R

EDTV, United Bank for Africa’s Lifestyle and

the creative industry on the African continent and we

Entertainment channel, continues to lend its

are keen to give more life to this. Some of these

support to the creative industry and empower

talents really do not have much access to funding

young film producers in Africa.

and networks and we want to provide opportunities

REDTV has been producing award winning content

for them to keep improving. It is with the hope that the

like The Men’s Club for over five years, bringing the

creative industry will one day soon, grow as big as

best of Africa to the world. One of the main objectives

the Fintech’s who are presently dominating the

of the network is to develop new talent and help

digital space with incredible innovations. It is indeed

provide avenues for young entrepreneurs in the

a new world and every young African talent deserves

business of film, to grow.

to play their role and contribute to the development

This month, they will be

supporting the upcoming inaugural edition of The

of the continent.” Atta said.

Annual Film Mischief (TAFM) organised by The film

“The future of film in Africa is changing at a fast and

Rats Club.

positive pace and we are glad to be part of the

The festival explores the works of young film writers,

conversation. Festivals like the Film Rats Club

producers and directors working under the aegis of

organised by young talents form part of the changing

the Film Rats Club. As part of the events, the

narrative.’ Atta concluded.

organisers have put together a Film/Tech session

Also speaking, the Creative Director of REDTV,

where creative leaders will brainstorm on the film

Obinna Okerekeocha, pointed out that with REDTV hits

industry in Africa and how the narrative can be

such as its first feature film, Unintentional; The Men’s

improved to make room for more players and

Club; Assistant Madams and other popular shows like

participants.

Our Best Friend’s Wedding, Inspector K,

The Executive Producer, REDTV, Bola Atta, who spoke

Topics, Hotel Boutique, award-winning REDTV will

RedHot

on REDTV’s passion to support the creative industry in

continue to develop quality content that showcase top

Africa, explained that the lifestyle channel is focused

talent in the African film industry.

on empowering talented creatives on the African

“REDTV is in this for the long haul. We have a lot more

continent and to showcase what they have to the

planned for our viewers. We will be working on more

world.

content in different languages to show the diversity of

“More than ever before, we at UBA and REDTV are

the African continent. It’s a great time for content

conscious of the enormous potential that exists within

developers and it can only keep getting better”

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

Okerekeocha said.
REDTV is a fast-paced lifestyle channel that puts
Africa on the global stage. Proudly powered by the
United Bank for Africa, the network aims to entertain
and inform audiences through rich and engaging
content that feature the very best of Africa focused on
fashion, news, music, sports, drama, travel and much
more.
REDTV collaborates with the most talented visionaries
and creative minds who dare to believe in a New
Africa, putting together content that reflect its vision.
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Chelsea Warms Up For Madrid As Heineken
Welcomes UEFA Legend To Nigeria

T

itleholders Chelsea are up against 13-time

noisy neighbours only a few weeks ago. Bayern will

winners of the UEFA Champions League

square up against Villareal for a place in the last four

Real Madrid as Europe’s elite football

and Liverpool will travel to Portugal to face Benfica

competition makes a return this week for the

as things continue to heat up in the build-up to the

quarter-final stage.

UCL final at the Stade de France on May 28, 2022.

Both teams will be meeting for the second time in

Adding to the excitement of this season’s UEFA

consecutive seasons with the reigning champions

Champions League, the world’s most renowned

knocking out the Los Blancos their last time out.

lager Heineken, has teased that a UEFA Champions

Thomas Tuchel’s side brushed past Real Madrid in

League Legend will be visiting the country as part of

last season’s semi-finals matches; putting two past

the UEFA Champions League Trophy Tour. In a social

their opponents at home and edging out a one-all

media post last week, the brand announced the

draw at the Santiago Bernabeu. The champions of

return of the Heineken UEFA Champions League

Europe will be hoping lightning strikes twice as they

Trophy Tour. The Trophy Tour by Heineken has

welcome Carlo Ancelotti’s side to the Bridge on

become a popular tradition, amplifying the events

Wednesday 6th, April 2022 by 9pm.

around the UCL here in Nigeria and allowing fans to

In the first quarter-finals games this week,

connect with their favourite football legends.

Manchester City would test the mettle of Athletico

This year’s Heineken UCL #Cheerstoallfans

Madrid when they meet at the Etihad Stadium in

campaign has already travelled to Port Harcourt and

Manchester. Pep Guardiola will be hoping his English

Asaba rewarding fans with premium match viewing

side can get the better of their Spanish opposition

experiences, amazing musical performances and

given the men from Spain just knocked out their

awesome gifts along the way.

Ace Publisher, Azuh Arinze Celebrates
50th birthday With Two Newly Released Books

T

he Publisher and Editor in Chief, ‘Yes

International!’ Magazine, Azuh Arinze has

unveiled two new books that feature the

success stories of high-profile individuals and vital
lessons to be learnt from them.
Azuh Arinze hosted a public presentation of the
books on Thursday, March 24, 2022 at the Nigerian
Institute of International Affairs, in celebration of his
50th birthday. Titled ‘A Taste of Success’ and
‘Conversation With Showbiz Stars’, the two books
are inspired by his enduring career in journalism.
The first book, ‘A Taste of Success’ is a book that
focuses on entrepreneurship cutting through the
corporate world, showbiz, academia, law, religion,
among other sectors. It features perspectives from
respected voices such as Segun Osoba, the former
Governor of Ogun State; Sam Ohuabunwa,
respected pharmacist and former chairman of
Neimeth Pharmaceuticals as well as Bruce
Onobrakpeya, the legendary artist.
The second book, ‘Conversations With Showbiz
Stars,’ is an interesting documentation of the
journalist’s encounters with 35 leading Nigerian
entertainers in acting, comedy and music. Among
them are Sunny Ade, Femi Kuti, 2Baba, Onyeka
Onwenu, Tiwa Savage, Lagbaja, Wasiu Ayinde,
Richard Mofe Damijo, Pete Edochie, Funke Akindele,
Kenneth Okonkwo, Kanayo O. Kanayo, Segun
Arinze, Desmond Elliot, Chioma Chukwuka, Ali
Baba, Gbenga Adeyinka, Basketmouth, Okey
Bakassi, Tee A, Julius Agwu, AY, Bovi and Don Jazzy,
to name a few.
Others include corporate guru, Seni Adetu; Dakuku

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

Peterside, former NIMASA DG; Festus Keyamo and

play or intend to get into, there are people who have

Babatunde Ogala, Senior Advocates of Nigeria; Dele

excelled there already and whom we got to share the

Momodu and Adesuwa Onyenokwe, celebrated

stories of how they did it. Put simply, there’s so much

journalists; Professors Okey Ndibe and Akachi

to be learnt from the books by anyone willing to read,

Adimora-Ezeigbo, renowned academics and more.

learn and succeed,” he said.

The foreword to this 294-paged book is written by the

Both books have been described by Azuh Arinze as

Former Editor of The Punch and former Lagos State

mini biographies of 60 Nigerians who have excelled

Commissioner for Arts, Culture and Tourism, Steve

in their different fields.

Ayorinde.

Azuh Arinze, who is the Publisher/Editor-in-Chief of

While speaking on the two books, the author said,

‘Yes International!’ served as the Editor of

“Without holding back anything, the subjects

Encomium Weekly from 2003 to 2011. Prior to that,

highlighted in both books shared with me how they

he had edited Reel Stars Magazine. His earlier books

embarked on their success journey; how they

include ‘Encounters’, ‘Success Is Not Servec A La

eventually attained success and above all, how they

Carte’, ‘Tested and Trusted Success Secrets of the

have been sustaining that success. The interviewees

Rich and Famous,’ and ‘The CEO’s Bible volumes 1

cut across, which means that no matter where you

and 2.’
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GAGE Awards 2022 Nomination Debuts,
Restates Commitment to Digital Innovation

I

n line with its total commitment to recognise and

award brands, corporates and individuals who have

d i s t i n g u i s h e d t h e m s e l ve s i n u s i n g d i g i t a l

innovations and technology solutions to drive business
growth, GAGE Digital Company, Organisers of the
GAGE Awards, have announced the opening of the
2022 edition of the awards.
The call for nominations was announced today in Lagos,
and it is now open to the general public to nominate
individuals, corporates and brands who best speak to
them in the various categories by leveraging the power
of digital technology in 2021.
The 2022 edition of GAGE Awards debuts with the
theme, "Co-Create 2022", which, according to the
organisers, is proof of how much Nigerians and, by
extension, Africans can achieve together in the tech
space by collaborating.
It would be recalled that for two years now the GAGE
Awards have celebrated the Good of the Web by
awarding distinguished individuals and brands who
have utilised technology and the digital space
remarkably.
The previous editions of winners include the 2021
Banking App of the year won by Vbank, MTN won Data
Service Provider of 2021, Arise TV won online news
platform of 2021, RedTV won web series of the year
with The Men's Club, NdaniTV won content creator
platform of the year, Paystack won Best Digital
Financial platform of 2021, the online influencer of the
year was won by Nengi Hampson of the BigBrother

Best Actor in a Web series of the year, TikTok Influencer

Olubi won the Entrepreneur of the Year, while Fishbone

of the year, Food Influencer of the year, etc."

documentary and I said what I said podcast topped

It was also revealed that the nominations will be done

their category among other categories.

strictly on the GAGE Awards website,

The Awards recognises the best of the Internet in

www.gageawards.com, adding that all information

Nigeria, with a spotlight on individuals and brands who

about the categories, nominations and guidelines can

have influenced commerce and entertainment across

be found on the website.

different sectors with their outstanding activities and

The GAGE Awards is an initiative of GAGE Digital

contribution to the technology ecosystem yearly.

Company, which is aimed at accelerating digitalisation

According to the GAGE Awards convener, Johnson

by setting standards, for growth, innovation,

Anorh, this year's edition will be slightly different with a

competition and attracting new talents to the digital

2-day international technology exhibition taking place

space.

at Landmark Event Centre on the 5th and 6th of May,

Nominations will be closing on the 20th of February.

while the awards gala night will take place on the 7th of

Visit www.gageawards.com for more information.

May at the Eko Hotel.

Nigeria fame, skit maker Mr. Macaroni won online

[22/01, 19:31] Johnson Anorh: GAGE Awards calls for

"The international tech exhibition is open to brands

Comedian of 2021, Paystack's Shola Akinlade and Ezra

2022 Nomination, Ready To Reward Tech Innovators

using digital technology to serve their audience and
will attract exhibitors from Fintech, Edutech, Agritech,

Olubi won the Entrepreneur of the Year, while Fishbone

In line with its total commitment to recognise and award

documentary and I said what I said podcast topped

brands, corporates and individuals who have

Media and Advertising, Supply chain, Energy and

their category among other categories.

distinguished themselves in using digital innovations

utilities etc who are seeking to expand their market,
showcase innovations, meet new audience and attract

The Awards recognises the best of the Internet in

and technology solutions to drive business growth,

Nigeria, with a spotlight on individuals and brands who

GAGE Digital Company, Organisers of the GAGE

VC's or investment," he said.

have influenced commerce and entertainment across

Awards, have announced the opening of the 2022

Mr. Anorh added: "Also, the awards categories have

different sectors with their outstanding activities and

edition of the awards.

been expanded to 24. Some of the categories open for

contribution to the technology ecosystem yearly.

The call for nominations was announced today in Lagos,

nomination are Payment platform of the year,

According to the GAGE Awards convener, Johnson

and it is now open to the general public to nominate

Healthtech Company of the Year, Edutech company of

Anorh, this year's edition will be slightly different with a

individuals, corporates and brands who best speak to

the year, Most promising Tech Startup, Mobile Banking

2-day international technology exhibition taking place

them in the various categories by leveraging the power

App of the year, Most Innovative Bank of the year,

at Landmark Event Centre on the 5th and 6th of May,

of digital technology in 2021.

Technology Friendly Governor of the Year, Online news

while the awards gala night will take place on the 7th of

The 2022 edition of GAGE Awards debuts with the

platform of the year, Digital Marketing Agency of the

May at the Eko Hotel.

theme, "Co-Create 2022", which, according to the

"The international tech exhibition is open to brands

year, Online Coach of the year, Online Comedian of the

organisers, is proof of how much Nigerians and, by

using digital technology to serve their audience and will

year, Web series of the year, Online Influencer of the

extension, Africans can achieve together in the tech

attract exhibitors from Fintech, Edutech, Agritech,

year, Digital Artiste of the year, Online TV of the year,

space by collaborating.

Media and Advertising, Supply chain, Energy and

Best Actor in a Web series of the year, TikTok

It would be recalled that for two years now the GAGE

utilities etc who are seeking to expand their market,

Influencer of the year, Food Influencer of the year, etc."

Awards have celebrated the Good of the Web by

It was also revealed that the nominations will be done

showcase innovations, meet new audience and attract

awarding distinguished individuals and brands who

strictly on the GAGE Awards website,

VC's or investment," he said.

have utilised technology and the digital space

Mr. Anorh added: "Also, the awards categories have

www.gageawards.com, adding that all information

remarkably.

been expanded to 24. Some of the categories open for

about the categories, nominations and guidelines can

The previous editions of winners include the 2021

nomination are Payment platform of the year,

be found on the website.

Banking App of the year won by Vbank, MTN won Data

The GAGE Awards is an initiative of GAGE Digital

Healthtech Company of the Year, Edutech company of

Service Provider of 2021, Arise TV won online news

Company, which is aimed at accelerating digitalisation

the year, Most promising Tech Startup, Mobile Banking

platform of 2021, RedTV won web series of the year

by setting standards, for growth, innovation,

App of the year, Most Innovative Bank of the year,

with The Men's Club, NdaniTV won content creator

competition and attracting new talents to the digital

Technology Friendly Governor of the Year, Online news

platform of the year, Paystack won Best Digital

space.

platform of the year, Digital Marketing Agency of the

Financial platform of 2021, the online influencer of the

Nominations will close on the 20th of February. Visit

year, Online Coach of the year, Online Comedian of the

year was won by Nengi Hampson of the BigBrother

www.gageawards.com for more information.

year, Web series of the year, Online Influencer of the

Nigeria fame, skit maker Mr. Macaroni won online

year, Digital Artiste of the year, Online TV of the year,

Comedian of 2021, Paystack's Shola Akinlade and Ezra
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Redefini Enters a New Phase, Announces
Appointment of New CEO, Dr Tayo Oyedeji

R

new phase, Africa’s Doyen of Advertising and

edefini, the leading creative consultancy

Chairman of Troyka Group, Dr Biodun Shobanjo,

and integrated marketing communications

said, “Dr. Ken deserves all our gratitude and hearty

company in West Africa, has announced the

congratulations for a most meritorious service, as he

appointment of Dr. Tayo Oyedeji as its new Chief

demonstrated the highest quality of professionalism,

Executive Officer (CEO).
Dr. Oyedeji, who is renowned for his outstanding

dedication and loyalty. I want to publicly thank Ken for

record and experience as a leader in

h i s s e rv i c e a n d d e d i c at i o n t o s e rv i n g o u r

communications and technology, will chart a new

organisation, even as he continues his journey with

path for the communications group with his bold new

us and hands over the reins to Tayo Oyedeji – a top-

directions. He has over 20 years in experience,

flight business leader in advertising, marketing and

including a three-year stint as the MD/CEO of

technology. Tayo’s operational experience spans

Starcom Media Perspectives, a media planning and

Africa, Europe and North America. His vaunted

buying arm of Redefini; a role as Managing Director

dynamism and versatility, industry experience,

of Starcom MediaVest South Africa and concurrently

knowledge of the Group and its culture, strategic

Head of Publicis Media Africa in Johannesburg,

vision, and proven record of delivery make him the
strongest person to lead Redefini into the next stages

where he was responsible for driving the growth of
Publicis Groupe’s media brands across 34 countries
in Sub-Saharan Africa; as well as founder of
investment technology firm, Overwood.ng.
Speaking on the future of the agency and his
optimism about the Redefini group, Dr Oyedeji said,
“As West-Africa’s largest integrated marketing
communications group, with a record of some of the
best campaigns Nigeria has seen, Redefini is
positioned for the new world. All-round creativity, a
nimble structure, and focus on digital and technology
integration will push us further to seize defining
moments for our people and our clients’ brands. I
look forward to working with a team of visionaries to

build an agency where creativity thrives and ideas

of its development.”

translate into growth and stronger brand equity for

A brand-building expert, Dr Oyedeji is on a journey to

our partners.”

consolidate the group’s mission to guide businesses

Dr Oyedeji’s appointment comes on the back of Dr

and brands into the higher purpose of creating

Ken Onyeali-Ikpe’s retirement as CEO of the

human-centred products and services that enrich

integrated marketing communications group. After

lives and help them live with dignity.

an over two-decade-long career, during which he

He has an MBA from Oxford University, England, and

served with honour, integrity, and dignity, Dr Ken

a PhD in Brand Strategy from the University of

Onyeali-Ikpe will be transitioning into a new position

Missouri, Columbia, USA. His research on branding

as a Non-Executive Director on the Board of Troyka,

and brand equity management has been published in

effective February 9, 2022. This would allow Redefini

reputable journals like the American Behavioural

the privilege of his continued guidance and

Scientists, the International Journal of Media

expertise.

Management, and the Journal of Media Business

Conveying his and the board’s enthusiasm on the

Studies.

New Excos to Emerge at ADVAN 19th AGM
Member,
According to Mr. Gerald Osugo, 9Mobile
Communications/Chairman, ADVAN
Electoral Committee all members of
ADVAN are eligible to contest these
positions.
He said, “All offices on the Executive
Council are now open for nominations.”
The guest speaker for this year AGM is the
executive council members who will steer CEO of World Federation of Advertisers,
Nigeria, ADVAN has concluded the affairs of the sectoral group for the Mr. Stephan Loerke and he will speak on

T

he Advertisers Association of

plans to host its 19th annual next 2 years. Positions on council include the theme: ‘Collaboration an integral
general meeting at Marriot Hotel, Ikeja President, 1st Vice President, 2nd Vice success factor in 2022’.
Lagos State on the 3rd of February, 222.

President, Publicity Secretary, Treasurer, “More details on the election process will

At the AGM, the Association will elect new a n d E x - O f f i c i o / E xe c u t i ve C o u n c i l be sent out subsequently,” said Mr. Osugo
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Brand Sponsorship
Bandwagon
A Partnership of Champions
By Adwin Monoyo

O

ne veritable passion for Africans is football.

to the growth of any brand is huge and the earlier the

Chief Executive Officer of Two Circles, Gareth Balch

For years, the bond between football and

brand custodians understand this the better, sport

once said: “As a marketing platform to reach

marketing experts reckoned.

passionate and emotionally engaged audiences at

Africans following it with religious fervour.

Marketers must realise that with the right

scale in brand-safe environments, football

Away from Africa, the passion has position football in

information at their disposal, the right partners and a

sponsorship is unrivalled.

many regions of the globe as “the world’s game,” and

clear strategy, their brands are on their ways to build

According to Sportico, the average value of a

its popularity in recent times has shown no sign of

brand equity and customer advocacy that can last

Premier League team now stands at $1.29 billion. On

waning.

beyond football season.

an estimate, the 20 clubs in the English top-flight

Africans has become inseparable with

Buoyed by an increasingly diverse array of

Amazingly, the importance of sport sponsorship in

football league are worth more than $25 billion

participation at the grassroots level, and spurred

today’s marketing cannot be over-emphasised, as it

cumulatively.

forward at its highest professional ranks by

wields transformative power that can help build

Little wonder that different brands sponsor football

bankrolling owners and lucrative media rights deals,

brands beyond game day. It’s also capable of driving

clubs of their choice because of underline

this relatively simple yet beautiful game has

exponential growth in brand awareness and affinity,

opportunities they stand to gain while also

continued to excite and enthral billions of people

and can also build brand equity and customer

contributing immense financial support to the game

around the globe.

advocacy that will last longer.

of football annually.

Apart from serving as a means of entertainment,

Interestingly, many brands across the world, that

Sadly the story may be different in Nigeria as a result

football is regarded as a strategic marketing tool that

recognised these benefits have tapped into football

of the decline in the prospects of the Nigerian

brands can employ to worm themselves into the

marketing through sponsorship, enabling them to

f o o t b a l l i n d u s t r y o v e r t h e y e a rs w i t h l o w

mind of their loyal fans.

leverage the enthusiasm and loyalty of the die-hard

participation and investment.

The importance of football marketing (sponsorship)

football fans to market their products and services.
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MTN Nigeria: Official Communications
Partner of the NFF

O

n Thursday, September 2, 2021, The

Nigeria Football Federation and MTN

Communications on Thursday signed a

partnership agreement that made the
telecommunications firm the “Of ficial
Communications Partner of the Super Eagles and
other National Teams.”
At an event attended by the Minister of Youth and
Sports Development, Sunday Dare, in Lagos, both
parties signed an agreement worth N500m-a-year
with several other opportunities and possibilities in
the mix as the contract runs.
It is the second mega deal the NFF will sign in just two
days, having signed a four-year partnership deal with
the country’s biggest airline, Air Peace, to become
the exclusive airline sponsor of the country’s
national teams in a deal worth N300m on Wednesday.
“This is something I will call a marriage of the king of
telecoms and the king of sports. MTN is the king of
telecoms and football is the king of sports. This event
today is in sync with the thinking and desire of the
Federal Government and the Federal Ministry of
Youth and Sports for our sports federations – which is
for them to be self-funding. I appreciate MTN for
taking this step and I encourage other corporate
bodies to partner with our sports federations.
Government alone cannot do it all,” sports minister
Dare said during the signing of the deal.
NFF president and FIFA Council member, Amaju

Pinnick, lauded MTN for its patience, doggedness

and I believe that with this, we are walking close

and forthrightness while the partnership deal was

towards realising our vision,” Pinnick stated.

being processed.

“It was very difficult for them to get into Nigerian

“MTN is a really big and capable partner to have on

football but the next step now is for them to extend

your side. I thank them for their forbearance while

their tentacles to other areas. We are also looking at

the process was on and so many crooked sticks were

the league; whatever comes to the NFF trickles to the

turning up. My joy is that today has come. We have

league,” Pinnick added, while answering questions

this vision as a Board of the NFF to achieve absolute

on whether the domestic league would also benefit

self-funding for the federation before we leave office,

from the partnership.

GAC Motors: Official Automobile Partner
of the Nigeria Football Federation

T

he Nigeria Football Federation and GAC

Motor signed a partnership agreement that

had all the components of a groundbreaking

relationship. The union confers on GAC Motor the
title of Official Automobile Partner of Nigeria
Football Federation.
The partnership with GAC Motor and NFF represents
the most significant sporting collaboration by the
automobile sector and continues to hold promise for
the future of Nigerian sports. The sole distributor of
the GAC automobile brand in Nigeria has committed
its goals to bring out the best from the Super Eagles
to win the AFCON in Cameroon, and also get to the
final rounds in the next FIFA World Cup.
Since consolidating its affiliation with the Nigeria
Football Federation (NFF) as its Official Automobile
Partner, the fast-growing automobile brand in

For years, GAC Motor has remained relevant within

The automobile company’s support for football has

Nigeria, GAC Motor has fully committed its name to

the Nigerian society as an automobile company with

pushed it forward to champion the course for

the game beloved by many Nigerians, as a

colossal interest and progressive commitment to

Nigerian youths, providing opportunities and

passionate means to endear it to youths and sports in

developing wholesome interests in Nigeria’s socio-

supporting their dreams.

the country.

economic sectors and nation-building.
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NFF Partnership with “33” Export
Lager Beer and Amstel Malta Ultra

F

oremost Nigerian brands, “33” Export Lager

we are indeed glad to create the

beer and Amstel Malta Ultra were top on the

platform with which they can

list of brands celebrated by the Nigeria

showcase their respective

Football Federation (NFF).

talents”, he remarked.

The NFF in an elaborate ceremony dubbed ‘Dinner

The on-going 33 Export Lager

with the Best of Nigeria Corporates’ gave special

beer campaign, ‘Let’s Go Naija’

recognitions to the brands for the unwavering

indeed captures the brands’ full

support it continues to give to Nigerian football and

support for the Super Eagles

how millions of fans who had hitherto diverted their

and a reminder to the millions of

passion to foreign soccer but today have returned to

football fans to cheer them to

follow the national teams with passion.

victory in the on-going ‘Road to

The long-standing partnership award was received

Qatar’ World Cup qualifying

by the Marketing Director, Nigerian Breweries Plc,

matches.

Emmanuel Oriakhi, who assured that the brands

Since the brands became the

would not relent in the quest to take the country’s

official drinks of the Super

sports including football to a higher level.

Eagles, the partnership with

NFF President, Amaju Pinnick commended the

NFF, no doubt has been a unique

brands in the presence of top dignitaries including

one following the solid fan-base

Lagos State Governor, Babajide Sanwo-Olu, FIFA

the team had attained in the last

President, Gianni Infantino and CAF President

few years of the partnership.

Patrice Motsepe at the event.
“Nigerian youths are passionate about football and

Dettol Official Hygiene
Partner of the Super Eagles

T

he Nigeria Football Federation and Reckitt

B e n cki s e r N i ge r i a L i m i t e d s i g n e d a

contractual agreement that

immediatelymade Reckitt’s product, Dettol the
Official Hygiene Partner of the Super Eagles. Dettol,
a leading Nigerian hygiene brand and the official
hygiene partner of the Super Eagles, has thrown its
weight behind the Nigerian national team at the 2021
African Nations Cup in Cameroon by ensuring the
health and hygiene of the Super Eagles.
The players and officials of the national team have
been equipped with Dettol products that provide
them with adequate protection from illness causing
germs as they prepared for the AFCON competition,
and during the competition.
In June 2021, Dettol became the ‘Official Hygiene
Partner of the Super Eagles when it signed a deal
with the Nigerian Football Federation (NFF). The
objective of the partnership is to leverage Nigerians’
love for football to raise their health consciousness
and to promote hygienic practices that will become
habits.
“Football is a unifier that brings Nigerians from all
walks of life together,” noted Akbar Ali Shah, General
Manager, Reckitt Sub-Saharan Africa. A vital part of
healthy living is good hygiene, and no other brand in

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

Nigeria epitomizes this like Dettol, for over 55 years,

Eagles can focus on giving their best because they

Dettol has helped to protect Nigerian lives and

know they have the Dettol protection.”

reduce the burden of illnesses.”

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Dettol took

Shah added: “Dettol will provide hygienic protection

the leadership in driving hygiene awareness

for the Super Eagles during their pre and post-match

amongst Nigerians, and with the same commitment,

activities during their AFCON tournament matches in

it is extending its efforts towards protecting the

Cameroon, powering them on their quest to bring

Super Eagles and its fans by bringing the football

home the 2021 African Cup of Nations and over 200

games back to normalcy with its gold standard

million Nigerians will be cheering them on. The Super

hygiene protection.
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Tom Tom Partners NFF as Official
Candy of the Super Eagles

L

eading Candy brand from the stable of

Cadbury Nigeria Plc, Tom Tom has entered

into a three-year partnership with the

Nigerian Football Federal (NFF) as the official
candy of the Super Eagles for the 2018 World Cup.
The brand is also regarded as the official candy of
other national teams in the country with the aim of
fostering the development of sports and talents
across the country.
At a joint media parley to announce the
partnership and official signing of the contract,
The Managing Director, Cadbury Nigeria Plc, Mr.
Amir Shamsi, said Tom Tom had been in a long
time partnership with the NFF since 2008,

Pinnick, said the NFF was very proud to be

super brand. In fact, we made an appeal for them

stressing the brand’s gladness to associate the

associated with Tom Tom which is the super brand

to come back to Nigerian football because we

Super Eagles.

of Cadbury Nigeria Plc.

have been able to foster a new direction to the

Shamsi stressed that Cadbury through its super

Pinnick noted that the brand has been supporting

Nigerian football, we have been able to bring out

brand Tom Tom would continue to support the NFF

the development of sports in the country, adding

integrity, and we have been able to bring out a

towards the development of football in Nigeria as

that he was happy that the company was signing

proper governing structure. We have been able to

invigoration. It has remained relevant over the

another three-year contract with the NFF.

do things to show Nigerian corporate

decades despite other competitive offerings in

He said: “There is no alternative to Tom Tom, even

organisations that Nigerian football is on the rise

the market. TomTom is undisputedly one of the

if you go to a shop, if you want to buy another

again”

most ubiquitous brands in the country.

candy, you will say please give me that Tom Tom.

The highpoint of the event was the official signing

Expressing his appreciation to the brand for the

That is the beauty of Tom Tom and that is how

of the contract certificate between officials of the

success of the partnership, President of the

people recognize Tom Tom in this country.”

NFF and management of the Cadbury Nigeria Plc.

Nigerian Football Federation (NFF), Amaju

“We are very proud to be associated with this

well as give moral and financial support to the
Super Eagles.
In his words: “We want to be a long term supporter
for this beautiful game which brings a lot of
happiness to the people of this country. We will
always support the Super Eagles with our Super
brand Tom Tom.”
“Tom Tom is regarded as the official candy of the
Super Eagles and other national teams. It is an
incontrovertible fact that football is one of the best
loved sports in Nigeria today and that is the reason
why we at Cadbury Nigeria Plc are supporting
football development in the country through our
various sponsorship platforms.”
“Today’s ceremony is one of the several ways that
we are expressing our commitment to this course.
You are all welcome to Cadbury, the home of the
leading candy brand in Nigeria.”
Speaking in the same vein, the Category
Marketing Lead, West Africa, Mrs. Uwadiae
Chidinma, said “TomTom is a Candy with a
purpose. It delivers soothing relief and mental
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Emzor Strengthen Partnership with NFF

E

mzor Pharmaceuticals, Nigeria’s leading

Nigeria’s female football team, with a

manufacturers and distributors of

strategic partnership with Asisat

Pharmaceutical products, has upheld its

Osoala, as Brand Ambassador.

promise of providing support to the Nigerian football

Reacting at the presentation, the

governing council body by donating products worth

President of the Nigerian Football

millions of Naira to the Nigerian Football Federation.

Federation, Amaju Pinnick,

The product donation is part of the partnership

commended Emzor’s ef forts in

agreement which sees the Pharmaceutical giant act

ensuring that the players are in good

as an integral part of the football body, by providing

shape to give in their best always.

support to athletes and connecting football lovers in

He said “We are happy that they have

the country.

been our partners for over 6 years

It can be recalled that Emzor has played a major role

now and we always count on their

in supporting the Super Eagles and Falcons of the

support. Emzor Paracetamol is a

Nigerian National teams, especially in the aspect of

household name in Nigeria that has

health and wellbeing by providing the necessary

been serving Nigerians for a long

analgesics and products to players as well as the

t i m e. We a re g l a d a b o u t i t s
consistency, and their products to

governing body.
Speaking at the product presentation in Abuja,
Emzor Pharmaceuticals Business Development
Manager, Benjamin Udebuani, expressed the brands
commitment to strengthening the partnership with
the Federation and upholding every agreement to
ensure that all stakeholders were excited.
According to him “This is a partnership that we are
really proud of and we are happy to see this continue.
The relationship has been incredibly good over the
past few years and we have had the privilege to serve
in a relevant capacity with the Football Federation.

“Emzor Pharmaceuticals will continue to ensure the

the team over the years have helped us maintain

availability of unlimited wellness to Nigerians and

good health and encouraged us to put our best foot

showcasing this by supporting football in the

forward.”

country.”

Emzor Pharmaceuticals has the one of the largest

The partnership, which saw Emzor Pharmaceuticals

portfolio OTC (Over The Counter) Medicines, POM

being recognized as the official analgesics of the

(Prescription Only Medicine) as well as medical

Super Eagles of Nigeria has spanned a period of

supplies, vaccines, consumables, and equipment.

over six years and has led to the emergence of the

The brand has over the years invested in Nigeria’s

brand’s paracetamol as the preferred option for

health sector with excellent services through Emzor

analgesics amongst the Nigerian footballers.

Vaccines, Zolon Healthcare and Emzor Hesco

The sponsorship partnership also extends to the six

subsidiaries.

nationa;l teams, including the Super Falcons,

NFF Signs N400 Million Sponsorship Deal
with Premier Lotto (Baba Ijebu)

T

he Nigeria Football Federation has signed a

sponsorship deal with Premier Lotto (Baba

Ijebu) worth N400 million.

The President of the NFF, Amaju Pinnick announced
this recently in a chat with Arise TV.
Speaking moments before the deal during his
interview, Pinnick said, “A lot of positives are coming
to the Nigerian football federation, and we are ready
to get it. We are going for the signing, and we are very
grateful to the chairman of Premier Lotto,
Kensington Adebutu. He has been very supportive of
the Nigerian football federation.
“Today, we are going to be signing a sponsorship
deal with them that’s about N400 million for the next
three years initial and then renewable. It’s something
huge.
“At the end of my tenure, I want to see Nigerian
football 100 per cent self-funding without involving
government; of course, we thank the government for
the past support.”
The sponsorship agreement to be signed with the
Premier Lotto would initially last for three years and
then renewable for another year.

Pinnick also hinted at another sponsorship

18th of this month. If everything goes well, we will be

agreement with a bank which will be disclosed on the

signing another mega-contract with one of the best

18th of September. However, the contract will be

massive banks, but that one is strictly player-based:

strictly player based.

whereby players will have comprehensive insurance

“With the signing of Baba Ijebu, I believe we are at 90-

once they don the Nigerian jersey,” he said.

92% of self-funding. And the big one is coming on the
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Nigerian Music Heavyweights, D'Banj And Simi
Join Obi Asika As Judges On Nigerian Idol S7

M

ultiple award-winning entertainer, D'banj

and superstar singer-songwriter, Simi,

have been unveiled as judges for the

s eve n t h s e a s o n o n N i ge r i a n I d o l . L e a d i n g
Entertainment Company and organizers of the
reality TV singing competition, MultiChoice Nigeria,
made the announcement today January 18, 2022 as
the countdown to the show's premiere in February
2022 begins.
Popular radio and TV personality, IK Osakioduwa,
will be returning as the show's host for this season
alongside Obi Asika who makes a comeback as a
judge.
Speaking on the introduction of new judges for the
new season, Executive Head, Content and West
Africa Channels at MultiChoice Nigeria, Dr. Busola
Tejumola said: "We could not think of a better trio to
be the season's judges than Obi Asika, D'banj and
Simi. The three of them combined bring decades

being a judge and I think it's a fun thing to do. I plan to

the online and physical auditions last November, the

worth of experience in the music and entertainment

be very honest and have fun and hopefully gain

countdown is officially on for a seventh season of the

business, as well as individual mastery of their

inspiration from those that come on the show."

show, which premieres February 6, 2022 on DStv and

crafts. We have no doubt that they will keep the

Returning judge Obi Asika added, "I will be looking

GOtv.

viewers entertained in what will be a spectacular

for special talents and new faces this year. I'm also

Headline sponsor of Nigerian Idol season 7 is Bigi

season!"

excited to work with the rest of the judges this

Drinks and co-headline sponsor is Binance.

D'banj expressed his excitement at being one of the

season, and I will be very fair and real to every

For more information on Nigerian Idol, visit

judges this season saying, "I was out of the country

contestant just like I was last year."

www.africamagic.tv/nigerianidol. You can also

when I found out that I was going to be a judge for this

In the sixth season of Nigerian Idol, Kingdom

follow the official Nigerian Idol social media pages

season of Nigerian Idol and I couldn't contain my

Kroseide emerged winner after months of intense

for news and updates with the hashtag #NigerianIdol

excitement. I'm coming in with my own strategy so

musical contest involving over 10,000 hopefuls from

on Instagram @nigerianidol and Facebook

viewers should expect a bang."

across the country, and over 16 million votes

www.facebook.com/nigidol.

On her part, Simi said, “I've always loved the idea of

recorded at the finale. Following the completion of

Banky W and Adesua set to delight lovers
at Buckwyld n' Breathless St. Valentine's Special
and are already making plans to purchase tickets to
attend.
Tickets start from 25,000 naira for VIPs while BAAD
tables go for 2 million naira, BAADer tickets for 3 million
naira and BAADest for 4 million naira only.
To purchase tickets, simply visit
www.ariiyatickets.com.
Buckwyld 'n' Breathless is an event property of
Buckwyld Media and is the nation's most consistent
fully scripted production that features deft use of props,
elaborate costume,audio-visual content, special
ef fects and a large support cast to deliver an
exhilarating concert experience. The concert has been
headlined by some of the biggest stars in the music

N

industry like 2Baba,Tiwa Savage, Flavour, Falz, Flavour

igeria's top celebrity couple Olubankole

opening at 7PM prompt.

Wellington aka Banky W and Adesua Etomi

The couple have taken to social media to wet the

Wellington alongside other celebrity guests

appetite of their fans about the event with a teaser

will be live at the St. Valentine's Day edition of Nigeria's

video ad captioned, "Got any plans for Valentine's? Join

premiere scripted concert, Buckwyld 'n' Breathless

us for date night on February 13th, 2022".

tagged #TheBAADExperience. The event will be held at

The event promises to be a worthwhile experience filled

the prestigious Landmark Event Centre, Oniru on

with a lot of music infused with theatrical

Sunday, February 13, 2022, with the Red carpet

performances, romance and drama. Fans on social
media have shared their excitement toward the event

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

and MI as well as Sauti Sol in Nairobi (2016).
Other heavyweights who have graced the BnB stage
include Sound Sultan, Timi Dakolo, Waje, Rudeboy,
Timaya, Efya, Cobhams, DJ Jimmy Jatt, Elajoe, Kelly
Hansome, 9ice, Faze, Nosa, Jesse Jaggs, Ice Prince
amongst others.
This year's event is organised by Buckwyld Media in
partnership with EME and BAAD Productions.
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ThankUCash Targets the BNPL Opportunity
in Africa after raising $5.3m seed

B

uy-now-pay-later (BNPL), a short-term
consumer financing that allows shoppers to
purchase products online and pay in

installments with nominal or no fees, is sweeping the
global e-commerce sector. Afterpay, Klarna, Affirm,
and Zip are some of the players leading this charge
while tech and payments giants Apple, Square,
PayPal, and Visa have their respective BNPL
initiatives as they look to get a slice of the action.
In Africa, where most people are credit-averse, BNPL
activity is just beginning to pick up. But there’s a
sense that consumers on the continent will embrace
low or no-interest point-of-sale financing options,
going by the rate at which Africans now take on loans
at ridiculous interest rates to finance their needs.
Last September, Australian company Zip acquired
South Africa-based BNPL player Payflex, a deal that
indicates Africa may be ripe for buy-now-pay-later
services.
A number of companies—including neobanks,
payment service providers, and traditional
banks—have already launched or are looking to roll
out BNPL services in Africa. ThankUCash, a Nigeriabased multi-merchant rewards platform, this week
said it has raised $5.3 million in seed funding, part of
which it plans to spend on adding BNPL
infrastructure to its suite of services, which already
includes cashback on purchases and deals from
merchants.
“A lot of people have gone into lending and it is
gaining traction, but the main issue has been using
the loans for other things rather than for why it was
obtained,” co-founder and CEO Simeon Ononobi told
TechCabal. “So we had two options: build out the
infrastructure for collecting and paying merchants
directly (BNPL) or give out the tokens for such
ourselves.”
Considering there are already several companies
offering consumer loans, ThankUCash decided to
play in the infrastructure side of things. “We already
have a merchant network and we will keep building it
out, so why not use and extend that to our
merchants?” the CEO said.
ThankUCash will provide the tech infrastructure that
will connect merchants with loan facilities such that
customers can pay directly for goods and services
through its Super App, with loans. The company
expects to kick off with the Beta “in a few weeks”,
according to Ononobi.

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

In Nigeria, the majority of existing BNPL services are

Technology Officer), Madonna Ononobi (COO), and

manual, provided by asset financing companies and

Harshal Gandole (Senior VP, Engineering),

sometimes merchants themselves. ThankUCash’s

Connected Analytics, the parent company of

platform will automate this process for its users and

ThankUCash, currently operates in 3 of Nigeria’s

merchants. In line with its mission to build

major cities—Lagos, Abuja, and Port-Harcourt—with

infrastructure that powers the emerging industry,

a staff strength of about 45 employees.

Ononobi reveals the startup is currently approaching

The startup claims to have recorded over 600,000

most players within the space.

users, with more than 1,000 stores on its platform and

“We will have our machines in stores. So, as

processed $80 million-plus in transaction volume

customers request loans, we generate a code for it;

within 2 years. Part of the fresh capital will be used to

customers input it into the POS machine and the

scale operations to other cities across Nigeria,

merchant gets credited directly. The code can only

expand to Ghana and Kenya, as well as add a new

be used in the store chosen and only for the loan

remittance product.

amount requested. Ultimately, the customer is

The ultimate goal for ThankUCash, according to

buying straight from the merchants,” Ononobi

Ononobi, is to create sustainable solutions for small

explained in a statement.

businesses and merchants to succeed while

The opportunity to spread payment over an agreed

increasing customer buying power. “The vision for us

period is sure to appeal to African consumers,

is not just for our merchants to be happy because

especially in Nigeria where paying the total cost of

they are staying in business and making money,” he

acquiring high-ticket products at once has become

said. “We also want to make spending fun, because

more difficult, due to high inflation (currently at over

with us there is always an opportunity for you—be it

1 5 % ) a n d d e cl i n i n g p u rch a s i n g p o we r. Fo r

cashback, deals, BNPL, or remittances.”

merchants, embracing BNPL helps drive sales and
bring in new customers.
ThankUCash has already signed a partnership with
Nigerian fintech Interswitch to onboard all of the
latter’s merchants to boost its network. The company
is also in talks with “about 7 other national and
multinational banks” for potential partnerships.
“We’re opening this infrastructure to everybody and
want to actually give that platform to loan
companies,” the CEO said.
Founded in 2018 by Ononobi, Suraj Supekar (Chief
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Spotify platform.
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Hub).
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Nigeria's Chief Commercial Of f icer,
Godfrey Efeurhobo, said the company's
partnership with Spotify is yet another
demonstration of its commitment to

Under the partnership, Airtel +54 million creating opportunities that will entertain,
customers who purchase weekly and excite, delight and reward customers on its
monthly data bundles will get bonus data to network.
“Airtel is positioned as the network of first
enjoy Spotify with its over 70 million songs,
choice for music, youth culture and
including local favourites and Premium
innovation and we are delighted to partner
content without worrying about additional
with Spotify to deliver sheer happiness at
data costs.
Spotify launched in the country early last the fingertips of our esteemed customers
year opening up its platform with 381M across the country. We believe this
Monthly active users and 172 million partnership will not only empower and
The reward our customers but will also enable
Nigerian audience will enjoy the content them to enjoy themselves thoroughly as
they connect to the artists and songs they
loved by millions of teeming consumers.
premium subscribers worldwide.

ISSN: 2276-9668
Lagos, Nigeria

Commenting on the partnership, Airtel

Airtel says the partnership with Spotify will cherish,” said Efeurhobo.
empower Nigerians to connect with their Fe r g a l W a l ke r, D i r e c t o r Fr e e m i u m
favourite artists and the music that inspire Partnerships at Spotify says: “We're excited
and motivate them whether they are in to announce our first partnership in Africa.
traffic, working out, partying, sharing Airtel, one of Nigeria's leading mobile
network, was a natural choice and shared
moments with loved ones or just relaxing.
The partnership will offer Airtel customers our vision to enable Nigerians to access
complimentary data that can be used great audio and music wherever they are for
free.”
Special features & surveys: Would you like us to promote your products & services on Brandessence? Contact us on 08030435456 or
info@brandessencenigeria.com Note: The product that maintains the highest brand awareness compared to its competitors will usually
get the most sales. Brand Awareness = Higher sales.
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